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Abstract: In this paper we discuss a hybrid approach of live VM migration that evaluates the hosts across the LAN. Here the best of both Pre and
post copy methods are to be evaluated using the hybrid approach. Later the pre copy approach used, spawn the VM on destination host after that
CPU state and memory is transferred and after transferring processor state the opposite work has to be done. In our approach we used checkpoint
mechanism for recovery of page faults occurs over the network while transferring the data over the VM. We propose a method that uses hybrid
approach of live VM migration with addition a new data recovery mechanism. This recovery mechanism utilizes checkpoint and also in this the
load balancing on individual machine has been done. In results 20% to 30% improvement has been seen and also it is better implementation over
pre and post copy mechanism.
Keywords: Hybrid approach, pre copy, CPU state, checkpoint, post copy, load balance.

I.

INTRODUCTION

With the advent of virtualization, it gives an advantage to
companies about computing and storage infrastructure over
the cloud. In case of large scale deployment the efficient
utilization of resources has been a major concern so we
utilize the live migration as an impressive technology. The
live migration technology is impressive for load balancing
and optimizing VM deployment in a data center across
physical nodes.[1]
The VM is useful following ways:
1. It can be migrated to new node if current physical node
is failing
2. For resource utilization it can be migrated to other nodes
from idle node
3. The load balancing can be done on various physical
nodes.
Here in this paper we describe about the hybrid approach to
live migration of virtual machines that will introduces
recovery mechanism during the migration process and also
balances load various VM machines.[2]
In recent years, the growth of IT infrastructure has triggered
the demand for computational power and has led to the
creation of huge data centers and has increased the energy
demand. A solution to this problem is cloud computing.
Cloud Computing is among the most trending technologies
on the Internet which fulfills the need of computationally
intensive demands of users. Cloud Computing offers access
to shared pool of computing resources which includes
storage space, computation power, network, applications
and services on demand basis to the users over the internet.
Cloud Computing introduces the concept of Everything as a
Service, mostly referred as XaaS where X is Software,
Infrastructure, Hardware, Platform, Data, Business etc. The
user no longer need to worry about the initial investments on
the resources since cloud computing provides an approach
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for leveraging computing resources with same ease as
utilizing common utilities such as natural gas, water,
electricity supply on pay per use bases through the concept
of utility oriented computing thus ensuring Quality of
Service at the same time. Due to the rising service demands
of the users the cloud infrastructure is increasing day by day
[3]. Cloud computing has exploited virtualization
technology to provide on demand provisioning of resources
in order to satisfy the cloud clients.[4], [5] A data centers
under cloud infrastructure comprises of thousands of
physical nodes and single physical node consists of multiple
virtual machine instances each having its own operating
system and work isolated from each other thus the
complexity of cloud infrastructure is increasing due to
which faults are inevitable.
The live VM migration process can be classified
into two steps:
• Control can be switched to the destination
• Data transfer to the destination.
The two mechanisms that are most commonly used in live
migration process are given below:
 Pre Copy mechanism
 Post Copy mechanism[3]
[6], [7]In pre copy the transfer of memory has to be done
firstly and then transfers the execution. In post copy the
execution transfer is done firstly and then the data transfer
through memory are done.
2

STUDY OF LITERATURE

Energy efficiency is critical while resources are allocated to
VMs. Work has been done towards this aspect. This section
describes the techniques used to achieve energy efficiency
by reducing load using computational offloading
mechanism.
[8]propose energy efficient mobile cloud computing using
wireless energy transfer. The technique combines mobile
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cloud computing and microwave power transfer technique.
Using this technique it is possible to perform computation in
wearable devices. Set of policies are formulated for
controlling CPU cycles in case of local computing and
offloading for other mode of computing.
[9]suggests energy constraint mechanism to ensure job
execution efficiently. Code migration is suggested to
optimize energy efficiency. Pre-copy with remote execution
takes place. With remote execution, job executes from the
remote server. In case of deterioration, job is migrated
through code and hence progress of job is saved and it is
executed again from the place it is stopped on previous
machine. Results show considerable improvement in terms
of downtime and migration time.
[10]researched a task computing and cost of file offloading
to minimize energy consumption. Radio resource allocation
is primarily considered in this literature. Energy efficient
computational offloading (EECO) on 5G network is
proposed in this paper. Uplink and Downlink transmission
rate is considered through the following equations.
Uplink Transmission Rate

Equation 1: Uplink Transmission Rate
Where ‘P’ is the power of mobile device, ‘I’ denotes the
interference, ‘g’ indicate the channel gain, ‘σ’ is the noise.
Downlink Transmission Rate

Equation 2: Downlink Transmission Rate
Channel for accessing used is M. Cost under the delay
constraint is reduced considerably.
[11] Proposes a decentralized approach for mobile
computational offloading. Decentralized approach follows
multiple virtual machines on which load is distributed. The
computation is considerably reduced on individual machine.
The energy efficiency is achieved since priority while
allocation is considered. Results indicate improved
performance.
[12] Proposes duty cycling mechanism to achieve energy
efficiency in scheduling of resources in wireless sensor
network. Duty cycling is divided into power management
and topology control mechanisms. Node redundancy is
considered in topology control and power management is
considered in case of sensor allocation. Sensors have limited
power and energy associated with them. This work
effectively manages both energy and power and hence a
result obtained is better in terms of energy efficiency.
Minimum load a node can tackle is given through the
following equation.

Jobs are executed on 1, 2 and 4 cores for checking the power
consumption. Results show better scheduling as compared
to other scheduling mechanisms. [14]
Next section describes the detail proposed methodology
which enhance Green computing by lowering the CO2 level
and reduces energy consumption also.
3

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

In proposed methodology we combine pre copy and post
copy approach along with hybridization introducing
checkpoint mechanism.
PRE COPY
[15], [16]In pre copy approach the transfer from memory to
the destination are to be done first and then limit the
iteration reaches.
Algorithm
1. In destination node the memory and VCPUs are
restrained first
2. A scan on page writes is initiated and all contents from
source RAM are transferred to destination when relocation
is issued.
3. In next step until iteration limit is reached the pages have
been transferred.
4. When all transfer has to be done then the source is
stopped and current state of CPU registers. After that state
of virtual device and last memory pages are transferred to
destination.
5. At destination the VM is resumed.
.
The number of remaining pages to be copied for a given
point in time t is then determined by
f (t) = e(t) + p(t) + h(t)
POST COPY
[17], [18]In post copy the transfer of device state and VCPU
is transferred first on destination and then the execution on
destination starts. The steps which are performed as given
below
1. The VM at source are stopped
2. The states of devices are copied and VCPU registers on
the destination VM.
3. Execution at destination are resumed
4. If not yet fetched page is accessed by VM then Page Fault
occurs and page is transferred to the destination.
The mathematical formula for calculating
Source Contention=

Equation 3: Load equation for nodes
‘G’ indicates the graph of the form G= {V, E}, ‘V’ is the set
of vertex and ‘E’ is the set of edges. ‘n’ indicates total
number of nodes.
[13]consider both dynamic power as well as leakage power
for energy efficiency during scheduling. Precedence
constraint is employed in this case. Jobs hence are executed
in terms of precedence rather than sequential. The execution
time is calculated in terms of following equations.

Destination Contention=

Equation 4: Execution time calculation.
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CHECKPOINTING
[19], [20]The checkpoint is a mechanism that is used to back
up the data before the updates are done on VM in live
migration. The administrator can return the virtual machine
to its state prior to the update. The action that will used to
return the state to checkpoint is recovery action. Each virtual
hard disk that is attached to each virtual machine uses
checkpoint for each to save the state. The recover action is
utilized after the creation of checkpoint to restore the virtual
machine.
The logs are maintained in real time environment till all the
memory spaces fill out. In the checkpoint mechanism all the
previous logs are removed from the system and stored in
storage disk permanently.
HYBRID APPROACH
In this we combine pre copy and post copy approach along
with checkpoint. The hybridization of pre and post copy is
followed by using the condition. If pre copy generates better
result than it is followed otherwise post copy is followed.
ALGORITHM
1. Firstly the result of pre and post copy are analyzed and
then VM chooses which mechanism is followed
2. If result produced by pre copy approach is effective than
it is used for transfer otherwise
3. Post copy approach has to be followed.
4. After that checkpoint mechanism is applied for recovery.
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Figure 1: Showing Load on individual Machine

The downtime and migration time are also better in hybrid
approach with checkpoint. Downtime indicates idle time of
VMs. Average idle time is calculated using following
equation

‘n’ is total number of VMs in the system. Idlei is the idle
time of VMs.
Table 2: Downtime of various VMs

Performance monitoring is done to prove the worth of study.
The parameters used for analysis are load, downtime and
migration time. Load is estimated by observing the total
load disbursed over the data centers.
N is total VMs present within the datacenter and used for
allocation. The results obtained are as under
Table 1: Showing Load Distribution among 10 VMs with
and without checkpoint approach.
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4. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

The plots corresponding to load distribution is given as
follows
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Figure 2: Downtime of VMs

Migration time is also observed calculated using the
formula.

Load_thi is threshold load which VM can handle. As load
threshold expires, load is shifted to next machine. Time
24
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taken to shift the load is known as migration time. Migration
time is also observed to be optimal as given through table 3

40

Table 3: Migration time associated with checkpoint
approach
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Figure 4: comparison in terms of number of VMS,
Migration and Downtime
Comparison indicates Hybrid approach with checkpoint is
better and result is improved by 20 to 30%.
5. CONCLUSION

Migration time

In this paper we present a best way to recover and save the
state of VM machine during the migration process by using
checkpoint mechanism. In pre copy approach read intensive
workload is well proven but not in case of write intensive. In
this page faults are large and it won’t work in worst case.
The post copy approach only transfer the CPU register an
virtual devices state so it has least downtime but intensive
workload will degrade its performance.
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